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201 263-6500
TELEX 136-482,

| Writer's Direct Dial Number:

September 13, 1982 (201) 263-6797

l

Mr. Dennis M. Crutchfield, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch No. 5
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Mr. Crutchfield :

Subj ect : Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station
Docket No. 50-219
SEP Integrated Assessment

As agreed during our meeting on September 2,1982, this letter
provides a status and our comments or commitments on all open items identi-
fled by the NRC Staf f as a result of the SEP Program for the Oyster Creek
Nuclear Generating Station.

Attachment 1 to this letter lists the positions of GPU Nuclear
Corporation (GPUNC) for each of the topics discussed at the September 2,
1982 meeting.

Attachment 2 summarizes the positions of CPUNC on the NRC
assecsments discussed in previous meetings.

The commitment dates provided in the Attachments are considered
realist ic. If circumstances intervene to prevent such timely completion,
GPUNC will notify the NRC promptly and provide an updated schedule.

As discussed at the September 2,1982 meeting, the very large
amount of work already scheduled during the next refueling outage precludes
us from committing, at this time, to make any additional hardware changes
during that outage. However, we are reassessing the priority of all
identified work in light of your July 30, 1982 response to our December
24, 1981 re quest for deferral of work, the results of the SEP reviews,
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and the available PRA results from the NRC Staf f and our own work. We
hope to incorporate in that review consideration of final NRC action on
our 0737 related work if it is provided by about October 1, 1982. As
agreed at the meeting, we will provide to you by November 1,1982 informa-
tion concerning our prioritization of hardware changes. We anticipate
that essentially all SEP items identified will be resolved during the
next two refueling outages.

Very truly yours,

v' W v
P. R. Clark
Executive Vice President
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ATTACHMENT 1: OYSTER CREEK SEP PRPGRAM
GPU/NRC MANAGEMEh7 MEETING

*
ON SEPTEMBER 2, 1982

1. SEP Topic 111-1 Classification of Structures, Components and Systems

GPU will evaluate, on a sampling basis, to determine if structures,
systems and components important to safety were designed, fabricated, erected
and tested to qualify standards commensurate with the importance of safety
functions to be performed. Certain valves, piping, pumps and tanks will be
selected for analyses. If the current criteria are not met, GPU will propose
appropriate corrective actions. The analyses will be completed as part of
FSAR update which is required to be submitted within two (2) years after
completion of the SEP review.

2. SEP Topic III-4A Winds Tornado Missiles

1) Diesel Generator

GPU maintains that the diesel generator is not needed for safe
shutdown of the reactor during a postulated tornado missile incident at Oyster
Creek for the following reasons despite a claim to the contrary by a recent
NRC probablistic risk assessment (PRA).

The normally closed isolation valve fo r each emergency condenser is
powered by the independent D.C. power supply. Make up water for the isolatica
condenser can be supplied by the fire pond using the diesel (not diesel
generator) driven fire water pumps. Normally, the isolation condenser contain
eaough water to last one (1) hour and thirty minutes in the shell side if the
reactor were to be shutdown from full power operation. In addition,
independent D.C. power is supplied to the main steam relief valves.

GPU will review the NRC PRA and evaluate our own PRA on this issue by .March, 1983
.

2) Emergency Service Water Pumps '

Even considering the multiple and "andom nature of the potential
tornado missiles, GPU maintains it highly unlikely that all four (4) of the
emergency service water pumps, condensate storage tank, fire water storage
tank and fire pumps located by the fire pond will be damaged at the same time
by a single tornado. These muliple shutdown components ar separated by a
minimum distance of approximately 35 feet for the redund ant ESW pumps and by
up to 1500 feet for the diesel driven fire pumps.

3) Remote Shutdown Canability

GPU has committed to install a Remote Shutdown Capability as part of
the Appendix R requirement. Even in the unlikely event of a loss of the HVAC
System in the Reactor Building, Turbine Building or Control Room, the plant
can be safely shutdown. The Remote Shutdown Station will be protected from

i
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the tornado missiles.- Schedule for installation will be in accordance with
the requirements set forth by 10CFR 50.48

4) MCC-DC-1, MCC-1AB21B, Control Rod Drive, Hydraulic Filters, Control
Rod Drive, Control Station and Containment Spray 'and Torus Fill
valves

GPU will review consequences of failure of these equipment and will
provide protection, if necessary. Results of the review will be submitted to
the NRC by December 31, 1982 and a schedule for further action if needed will
be provided by January 31,1983.

5. Reactor Building HVAC " Corner Room"
|

GPU will provide qualification documentation that safety related
equipment located in the " corner room" can function properly without the need
o f . the Reactor Building HVAC or space cooler during a loss of coolant
accident. The information will be provided by March,1983.

3. SEP Topic III-4B, Turbine Missiles

Oyster Creek turbine discs will be volumetrically inspected during the
next refueling outage in 1983. As recommended by Gene ral Electric , the

; frequency of the future inspection of the turbine will _be determined af ter

| careful examination of the inspection results. The proposed frequency for the
'

Oyster Creek turbine inspection will be forwarded to the NRC by the end of
1984.

4. SEP Topic III-4D Site Proximity Missile-

| GPU will investigate the probability of a non-military and non-c ommercial

i aircraft falling on the reactor building based on the existing air corridor
j and traf fic.

~ - If necessary, GPU will perform an aircraft impact study to determine if an
I impact of a small (twin engine) private aircraft could affect the safe

operation of the plant. Results of the analyses will be . forwarded to the NRC
by March, 1983.

t

5. SEP Topic III-5A Ef fects of Pipe Breck on Structures, Systems and
Components Inside Containment.

Our recent letter, dated August 31, 1982, addressed the NRC concerns
regarding this topic. The content of the letter was discussed in the meeting

held on August 1, 1982 with the NRC staff. We understand that no.further
action is required by GPU until further notice by the NRC staf f.

6. SEP Topic III 5-B Pipe Break Outside Containment

GPU will install, on the isolation condenser line, a leak detection system

i

!
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with alarms sensitive, enough to detect the magnitude of leakage predicted by
the " leak before break" analysis . The plant procedures will be revised to
incorporate the 4eak detection system.

GPU will investigate the types of the leak detection system available in
the market and select one based on reliability, sensitivity and qualification

It is not our intention to install a leak detection system unless the
system has been thoroughly tested and its reliability proven. The type of the
system and schedule of the installation will be forwarded to the NRC by the

' end of 1982. However, both are largely dependent on the availability of a
reliable system and we will so advise the NRC if such a system cannot be found
by that date. Until actual installation of the leak detection system the
plant operators will be instructed to rely on the visual observation for any
indication of a potential leak.

GPU will also perform a probablistic risk assessment on pipe breaks for
both the main steam and reactor water clean-up lines between containment
penetration and the isolation valve outside containment. It is our belief
that probability of a break between the containment wall and the isolation
valve is low. Results of the assessment will be forwarded to the NRC by
March, 1983.

7. SEP Topic III-6 Seismic Design Considerations

Cabinets

GPUNC will confirm load path of at least two (2) of the typical cabinets
on a sampling basis and evaluate seismic hold-down adequacy of the 4160
switchgears with the intent of meeting the safety factor of four (4) (SSE).
Physical parameters necessary for this analysis will be gathered during the
next refueling outage and the analysis will be completed within eight (8)
months af ter the start of the next refueling outage

Piping
-

GPUNC will analyse two (2) piping runs with piping less than ten (10) inch
in diameter that are designed by the chart method and the capability of their
non-snubber supports will be assessed. The analyses will be completed by the
end of the forthcoming outage.

Cable Tray

SEP owners Group expects to receive the cable tray test report from the
consultant by the end of 1982. GPUNC will perform an evaluation to ascertain
that the report adequately addresses the plant specific cable tray
configuration. The evaluation will be completed by the end of the forthcoming
outage.

Functionality of the Electrical Equipment

This issue is defered to the NRC generic program under USI-A46. No
further action is required under Systematic Evaluation Program.

_
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8. SEP Topic III-7B , Design Codes , Design Criteria, Load Combinations
and Reactor Cavity Design Criteria

GPU will review the NRC evaluation to determine applicability of the
structural elements identified and perform, on a sampling basis, and valuation
of the changes in Code, requirements on loads and load combinations on

| existing "as built" structures to assess the adequacy of the design. This
review and assessment will be submitted to the NRC by June, 1983 with a,

'

sched ule for further action if warranted.

9. SEP Topic III-10A 'Ihermal-Overload Protection for Motors of MOVS

As stated in our letter dated July 8,1982, GPU will conduct an evaluation
of thermal overload relays for each ESF valve motor operator. If thermal
overload relay set points cannot be established so as to the thermal overload
will be bypassed. The July 8, 1982, letter stated that the set point
evaluation will be completed by December 1983. However, the NRC staff
suggested, in the meeting with GPUNC on September 2, 1982, that the evaluation
and any necessary corrective actions be completed before start-up from the
next refueling outage since the recent PRA by the NRC staf f rated this topic
as medium importance. GPU is in the process of evaluating this topic using
the plant specific PRA. Schedule for necessary corrective actions will be
determined by November 1, 1982, after reviewing the results of the plant

,

specific PRA and prioritization of the modifications.

10. SEP Topic V-5 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) Leakage Detection

GPU will perform a design evaluation and appropriate system modifications
to assure that the containment airborne particulate and gaseous radioactivity
monitoring systems are made operational. GPU will also provide at least one
(1) seismic qualified (OBE) method for determination of reactor coolant
pressure boundary leakage and GPU will evaluate required system leakage
detection sensitivity. Schedule for the corrective action will be determined
by November 1, 1982 after reviewing the results of the plant specific PRA on,

this topic and prioritization of the modifications.

GPU will also evaluate the need for Technical Specifications for the
leakage monitors by December 31, 1982.

11. SEP Topic V-11A Requirements for Isolation of High and Low Pressure
Systems

GPU will either (1) install redundant interlocks on the Reactor Water
Clean-up (RWCU) system suction valve, or (2) provide an analysis to
demonstrate that the relief capacity of the Reactor Water Clean-up (RWCU)
system is sufficient to maintain the RWCU system pressure within its design
limits in the event of a failure of the valve interlocks and that the
consequences of a subsequent stuck-open relief valve are acceptable. Results
of our resolution and future plans will be submitted to the NRC by January,
1983 .

.
.
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12. SEP Topic VI' l Organic Materials and Post Accident Chemistry-

GPU will inspect the drywell interior to determine condition and chemical
composition of the coating materials at the next refueling outage. If these
coatings are found to contain hydrocarbons, then the coatings will either (1)
be removed or (2) an evaluation be submitted to the NRC to jusitfy the
continued use of these coatings. The evaluation will be made on the basis of
man-rem considerations, availability of appropriate means for remova'l of the
coating (e.g., sandblasting of the drywell interior will probably not be
acceptable) and cost consideration.

Results of the evaluation will be provide within six (6) months following

,

start-up for the next cycle.

13. SEP Topic Vl-7Cl Appendix K- Electrical Intrumentation and Control
Re-review.

By letter dated May 28, 1982, GPUNC commited to perfonm an analysis to
assure proper selective coordination of th protective devices on circuits to
and from the existing AC-ABTs. The reason for such a study rather than
removal of the SDBT was provided in the letter mentioned above. Howe v e r , the
NRC s ta f f recommends that these ABTs be removed on grounds that this topic is
rated as medium importance by the NRC PRA. The NRC staff made a few
suggestions that can be employd such as the dual trip system installed at
BWR-6 reactor. GPU will finalize the approach and schedule of the resolution
by December 31, 1982 following our review of the plant specific PRA and
prioritization the modifications.

14. SEP Topic VII-1A Isolation of Reactor Protection System from Non-Safety
Systems, Including Qualifications of Isolation Devices

~ By letter dated December 4, 1980, we committed to install Class IE
protection at the interface between the RPS power supply and the RPS. The
system will be identical to that approved by the NRC for use at Hatch Unit I
and was to be installed during the forth coming outage in 1983. Howev e r , the
NRC granted GPUNC a deferral of this task from the 1983 refueling outage. In

a meeting between GPUNC and the NRC managment on September 2, 1982, the NRC
stated that they may rescind the deferral granted to GPUNC if Oyster Creek
lacked underfrequency protection between the RPS power supply and the RPS.
GPUNC has v e r i f ied that the underfrequency protection is provided at Oyster
Creek Nuclear Generating Station.

15. SEP Topic VIII-2 Onsite Emergency Power Systems - Diesel Generator

A Schedule for making suitable modifications to the Diesel Generator
annunciators will be provided by November 1, 1982, after prioritization of the

.
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mod ifications . -

Diesel gene'rator protective trips which are not bypassed during accident
conditions will be modified during cycle 11 refueling outage.

J

16. SEP Topic VIII 3.B, DC Power System Bus Voltage Monitoring and
Annunciation

4

GPU will install alarms for B and C battery breaker open, C battery
charger open and C battery ground. Schedule for the installation will be
finalized by November 1, 1982 based on prioritization of the modifications.

17. SEP Topic VIII-4 Electrical Penetrations of Reactor Containment

Review by the NRC of the available PRAs for BWR facilities on this issue
revealed that no dominant sequence involved isolation failure of penetrations
as a release mechanism and since the potential leakage paths are smaller than
piping pe ne t ra t irens , importance to risk is extremely low. GPUNC concludes
that no further evaluation of backfits are needed based upon the low risk
contribution from this topic.

18. SEP Topic IX-5 Ventilation Systems

GPU will evaluate and mod if y, if necessary, the "B" Battery and Motor
Generator Room Ventilation and evaluate the ef fects of loss of ventilation for
the switch gear room. The results of these evaluations will be provided by
December 31, 1983 and any necessary modifications will be implemented before
start-up from the cycle 11 refueling outage.

GPU will also demonstrate that the core spray pump motors and containment
spray pump motors which are housed in the " corner room" will function during
an accident without use of the existing space cooler (See III-4(a)S).

19. SEP Topic XV-16 Radiological Consequences of Small Lines Carrying
Primary Coolant Outside Containment

GPU will perform an analysis to este.blish reactor coolant dose equivalent
I-131 activity limits (uCi/gm) for the desired reactor coolant demineralizer
clean-up rate which will limit the EAB thyroid dose to 30 rem in the event of
an accident. GPU will also take into consideration plant personnel exposures

; in establishing the final Iodine activity limit to be used at Oyster Creek.
!

'

20. SEP Topic XV-19 Radiological Consequences of a Loss of Coolant
Accident

The NRC has performed an independent analysis of the radiological
| consequences of a loss of coolant accident. The largest contributor to the
|

t

|
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postulated thyroid dose is from main steam isolation valve leakage. As a
result the NRC staff recommends that GPU should initiate preventive
maintenance program aimed at reducing MSIV leakage.

GPU will re-examine the current Oyster Creek preventive maintenance
program and also review the program followed by other nuclear plants (e.g.,
Dresden Nuclear Plant) for any improvement. Imp rovement , if necessary, will
be implemented before start-up from the cycle 11 refueling outage.

. . -
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ATTAWMENT 2
SUF9fARY OF SEP TOPICS WIT 11 DEVIATIONS I

_ _ . _ _ . . . _ _ . . . _ _
OYSTER CREEK NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION PAGE c

T C TITLE NRC ASSESSMENT GPU POSITION SWEDULE

NO- .. .. ,_

'

Hydrology

11-3B Flood Potential and 1) With drains fully blocked, the reactor and 1) *GPU proposes to drill Soles in the parapet 1) Within six months following the

Protection Requirement turbine building roof desi:n loads would be to avoid the possible build-up of the Cycle 10 refueling outage
exceeded in less than 6 hours PMP. rain water on the roof.

~ ''

11 .131 . Capability of Operating 2) The fact that average loading (20 psf) is 2) GPU proposal described in 1) above will 2) N/A
Plants to Cope with a below the allowable (30 psf) does not prove eliminate this concern.
Design Basis Flood the acceptability of a loading configuration

*

in which some areas of the roof are loaded 3) *The same electrical bus supplies power 3) The investigation will be
II-3C Safety Related Water beyond the design basis. The roofs do not to both condensate transfer pumps. Thus completed by December, 1982

Supply fulfill current NRC criteria. there is no redundancy between these pumps.
' GPU will investigate for providing re-.

3) Evaluation of the Licensee's Emergency dundancy
Procedures 520 and 530 indicates that the
procedures to be deficient in that there is 4) * CPU will install &n automatic water level 4) The installation of the gage

no redundancy with respect to pump motor gage in the intake canal with remote read. will be completed by the end'

| power supply. (condensate transfer pump). out. This work is to be coordinated with of the Cycle 11 refueling
i the ongoing investigation by Radiological outage.
| 4) Instrumentation for measuring the water and Environmental Control Division for in-

level in the intake channel is inadequate stallation of water level gage in the canal,
and there is no measuring device in the
discharge channels. The NRC staff suggests 5) Existing plant emergency procedure (EP-520) 5) The procedure will be reviewed
that there be automatic water level gages already provides certain operator actions and updated before start-up
in both canals with information electron- to be taken when water levels in the intake of Cycle 10

ically conveyed to the control room and and discharge canals exceed 4.5 ft. msl.
(and alarmed) and easily read backup visual CPU will review update th procedure EP 520.
gages so that Procedures 520 and 532 can However, GPU does not believe that another
be implemented at the predetermined water requirement of this nature to the already
levels. copious Technical Specifications is

warranted.
5) Technical Specification be prepared by the

Licensee which limits operation of the 6) As it is mentioned in our response for 6) Prior to start-up of Cyc)e 10
plant when water levels in the intake and item 3) above, GPU will perfonn feasibility
discharge canals exceed 4.5 ft. msl. studies to provide redundancy for the

condensate transfer pump power supply.
6) Beqause the makeup sources for the isolatf or in addition, the Plant Emergency Procedure j

condensers are susceptible to a single for flooding will be updated to include '

failure and flooding, the plant doles not Fire Water Storage Tank as a redundant i

have a completely reliable means for source of the water supply to the emergency

.

'
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ATTACINENT 2
SIMtARY OF SEP TOFICS WITII DEVIATIONS

2OYSTER CREEK NUCLEAR CENERATING STATION PAGE _

St P
10PIC TITLE NRC ASSESSMENT GPU POSITION SQlEDULE

NO.
__ _ _ _

_ _ _

maintaining a safe shutdown, condenser. Elevation of the Fire Water
Storage Tank is above the M91 flood level.

II-3B Hydrology 7) A technical specification may have to be
developed for safe shutdown of the reactor 7) Currently GPU is waiting for NRC approval of 7) N/A

| 11-381 if the estimated minimum water level is our Tech. Spec change proposal which would
| below the service water pump suction allow the operator to stop operation of the'

11-3C elevation. dilution pump. The approval of the Tech.
Spec. change along with the aforementioned

cont. 8) M91 surge elevation are higher than the automatic water level gage in the intale
elevations of circulating water pumps, canal with remote readout in the control *

emergency service water pumps, and room will enable the operator to respond in
diesel-driven fire pumps. a timely manner the low water level in the'

i canal.
| 9) 1he licensee must verify that all entrance
t levels are now lower than the general 8) GPU will review and update the EP 520 and 8) The procedure will be updated

lowest sill level of 23.S ft. msl. Due to S30 to correct deficiencies as indicated before start-up of Cycle 10
configuration of contours near the south in our response to the item 6) above.
west door of the offgas building, that
entrance may flood even though the sill is 9) CPU will verify that the possible local 9) The verification will be made

y at 23.5 ft asi. flooding will not affect any safety related by October, 1982~

equipment in the building.
10) Coundwater elevation at plant grade

(elevation 23 ft mst) should be considered 10) GPU will evaloate the structural response te 10) By July,1983
a possible short duration event and the seismic force in conjunction with the
should be used for the structural analyses high ground water level. 1

except for the intake structure and the
fire water pumps building. A groundwater
elevation of 18 ft. mst is to be used in *

combination with seismic events, except
for those structures where ground elevation
is less than 18 ft. msl. -
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A1TACllMENT 2* 3
-

SIM1ARY or Str TOPICS WIT 11 DEVI ATIONS PACE _c
i ~,' '

OYSTER CREEK NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION' d

.. x -

GPU P031T101 SCitLNLE,

NRC ASSESSMENT*

C- _ TITLE _
. _

'NO- . ... . ..

e III-2 Wind and Turm Jo 1) Above the operating floor in the Reactor 1) Recent analyses performed by our con =ultant 1)The analysis will be provided

tained by the staff are significantly less above the operating floor in the Reactor
'

[i
- - .ioadings Building, values for steel capacity ob. (Burns & Roe) indicates that the steel wait by November 1982

,

tha:y that presented by the licensee. The Building can withst*md the wind velocity
licensee should either implement modifich- ' (160 mph) originally reported in the Oyster i
tions or demonstrate that the consequences , Creek FDSAR. The site specific study per-
of their failure in the event of tomado formed by Texas Tech. University for Oyster
leads is acceptable. The concern-abche the Creek Nuclear Station Indicates that the

'

operating floor is the spent fuel pool. probability of seeing the wind velocity
of this magnitude is ~ 10-5.5 and it is an

2) Tha , licensee has not provided bases to extremely low phenomena. 1he analyses will
support their cenclusion that statk be provided to the NRC folicwing the

-

i
failure upon the reactor building would - completion of the CPU review.

|
not impair the ability to safely shut .

- down the reactor. Failure of the stack 2) Our recent analysis (by Burns 5 Roe) indi- 2)The analysis will be provided

on the spent fuel pool or other Category cates that the stack can withstand the by November, 1982.
'

I structure or components has not been wind velocity ofil80 mph with 2 psi de- _ f ~ ,

addressed. pressurization. . According to the study by j

Texas Tech. University, the wind velocity |

3) The effect of failure of non-Category I of 180 mph has an extremely low probability
'

structures on Category I structures (e.g. of occurrence (~10 6). It must also be
turbine building on control building) noted that'the stack must fall in such an
has not been addressed. orientation as to send debris into the

f
spent fuel pool to cause damage to the

4) The liransee should review components not spent fuel. Assuming the stack topples
f
i enciosca within safety-related structures like a tree, the spent fuel pool occupies

to as are that all such components have ISO of the 3600 circumference, of 4% of
'

been identified and their capacity deter- the possible failure orientations. If
the stack were assumed to break up; themined. fuel pool occupies only 0.2S% of the area

5) Capacities for exterior masonry walls have inscribed by a circle of radius equal to
-

not been given. Since no capacities have the stack height. This means that in
been given, any exterior masonry walls order to consider the likelihood of fuel {
should be assumed to fait during a tornado rack damage, the extremely low probability
and consequences determined. of the occurrence of a tornado of sufficier t

intensity to topple the stack must be
coupled with the probability that the.

I geometry of the stack failure intersects
/

I with the spent fuel pool,

t

i
.*
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ATT40 NEAT 2
StM1ARY OF SEP T0rlCS WITil DEVIATIONS 4

. _ . , . , _ . ._
OYSTER CREEK NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION PAGE

1 C TITLE NRC ASSESSMENT Gru FOSITION SO!EDULE

NO.
... , ,__ , . _ , , _

III-2 Wind and Tomado Loadings CPU maintains that such a scenario is highly
improbable.

(cont'd) 3) GPU will evaluate the turbine building 3) The analyses will be completed,
response to the tornado intensity. by June,1953

4) Following safety-related equipment is not 4) N/A
housed in the safety-related structures:

Equipment Location
,

* 1) Condensate Storage Outdoors at north-
i Tank corner of the Turbine
i building

{
2) Condensate transfer Chlorination Building

pumps,

| 3) Station battery Office b1dg.- Floor
,

elev. 35'-0"
4) 4160 KV Emergency Turbine B1dg, Mezzanine

Switchgear floor

5) Fecdwater hemiers Turbine Bldg. Mezzanine
,

floor
<

6) Feedwater pumps Basement of Turbine
Bldg.

*

f
7) Standby gas Exhaust tunnet

treatment system (underground)4

8) Service Water Outdoors at intake *

pumps structure

9) Startup Outdoors at northwest
! transformer corner of the Turbine,

Bldg.

+

,

!.
-

.

.'

/.

..

,
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ATTAOttil3T 2
StetARY OF SFP TOPICS WITil DFVI ATims 5PACf
OYSTTR CREf K NUCl. EAR GINERArlNG STATION _

.gc I I I 1.f. NRC ASST.55SiNT GN NSIT1m SO H 101i

No.

III-2 W[nd and Tornado
Loadings 6) Roof decks have . ,t been analyzed by the All the above equipment, except the condensate

staff due to lack of information. It is storage tank, condensate t ransfer pumps,
expected that such roofs will have in- service water pump and startup transformer are

(cont'd) adequate ability to withstand internal enclosed by reinforced concrete walls and slabs
pressure loads. The licensee should deter- and therefore, well protected. Our recent
mine consequences of their failure. calculation indicates that the outdoor service

water pumps and startup transformer can with-
7) The licensee should provide a description stand 200 mph wind loads with a depressuri:-

of the methods and sample calculations ation of 2 psi. During a postulated tornado
used to quala fy the following: incident, condensate storage tank and con-

densate transfer pumps are not required for
1) service water pumps and startup trans- safe shutdown.

former
4

{ 2) intake stnicture and oil tanks 5) No exterior masonry walls exist at Oyster 5) Njg
3) diesel generator building Creek except for Radwaste Bldg. Con-

sequences of the failure of the Radwaste'

| 8) It should be determined whether snow loads. Bldg. wall are addressed in the a unendment
. operating pipe reaction loads and thermal to the Oyster Creek FDSAR. The FDS AR
! loads were considered with wind in the amendment was shown to the NRC Integrated
i original design. If these loads were not. Assessment Team in the meeting,

the effect of combining them should be
. .

addres sed. 6) Out recent analyses indicated that the ) WIk ovided

.

roof deck of the Reactor Bldg. can with- by November, 198,

j stand 280 mph wind with .6S psi de-
I pressuritation. The roof of the Diesel

Generator Bldg. can withstand 300 mph
and 2 psi depressurization. Turbine Bldg.
roof deck will be evaluated in our future
evaluations mentioned in item 3) above.
The NRC Intergrated Assessment Team
requested GPU to evaluate the tornado
effect on Reactor Building using 1.5 psi
depressurization value.

7) Our recent analyses (Burns T. Roe) for all 7) The analyses will be trans-
mitted by November, 1982equipment and structures listed are

.
available for submittal followir.g

& completion of the review by GPU.

8) This issue is addressed in Topic 1117B.

/
. .
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10PIC TITLE NRC ASSESSHENT CPU POSITION SCIEDUI.E

NO.
,,, , ,

Ill3A Effects of liigh Water

Level on St ructures 1) Plar.t structures were originally designed 1) GPU will investigate how the loads were 1) GPU will complete the4

for hydrostatic loads up to 15 feet above combined and the finding will be trans- investigation by December.'

.
HSL and horizontal seismic earth loading. mitted to the NRC. 31.1982

| It is not clear how these loads were
! combined. 2) CPU will provide information to support 2) Same as above
i the conlusion.

2) The licensee concludes that the st ructures
are adequate to withstand loads up to 22 3) CPU will perform an evaluation concerning 3) By April 30, 1983
foot level although he does not adequately the floatation potential.
explain how he arrived at that conclusion.

4) Penetrations below 22 ft. elevation were 4) N/A
*

3) Floatation potential for Category 1 designed to be leak tight and we do not
structures for flooding to 22 feet above expect leakage through penetration due to'

| kiSL is not discussed. a rise in groundwater level.

'

4) Protection of flooding through openings
, f below the 22 foot elevation is not con-

; sidered to be adequately discussed,f

i

i

I

4

e

.
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NO. , ,_, , _ , _

III Inservice Inspection 1) Inspection of the slopes of the entire 1) GPU already submits, as required by Appendix I) N/A
3C of Water-Control length of the intake and discharge canal B of the Oyster Creek Technical Specifi.

cations, a summary of the annual surveyStructures be added to the inspection program. Feature ;

of the canals to be inspected include banks, data for the entire length of the intake

slumping, frost heaving and other de- and discharge canals to the NRC. To date
gradation of the asphalt-bonded, crushed no significant degradation of the canal
stone liner. slopes has been observed. (Previous CPU

evaluation concerning the stability of

2) A revision of the licensee's present in- the slope indicates that even 90% of the
service inspection program for the intake cross sectional area of the canal is
structure trash racks and intake screens blocked due to an unlikely collapse of the

is needed because of the occurrence of sea canal slope, sufficient amount of water
- lettuce buildup which is likely to be is supplied to the circulating water
f continuing phenomenon. The inspection to maintain the plant cooldown). In

t frequency should be based on past and addition, canal banks are inspected each
future buildup experience that would assure spring for degradation (i.e. cracks in the+

} adequate water levels at the pumps. asphalt-bonded crushed stone liner) by
|

Radiological and Environmental Control

| 3) Since roof drains are used for flood Division (RECD). The documentation for the
control during the maximum probable inspection is maintained by the RECD.
precipitation, these drains should be in- Significant degradation of the canal banks
cluded in the licensee's formal inspection are evaluated by a qualified GPU civil
program for water control structures, engineer.

t 4) The licensee's inspection program should be 2) The proposed modification to the screen 2) N/A
formalized, wash . system will. prevent.huildup.of.the

sea lettuce in the intake screens. The
I a. Availability at the site of a file of modifications will be counlet,ed by the end

engineering drawings pertaining to the of the forthcoming refueling outage. In
water-control structures. addition, an inspection of the intake

structure is conducted during each shift.
,

b. Development of a comprehensive file of
inspection reports. 3) The NRC staff raises the same concern in 3) N/A

the SER for SEP topic II-3. GPU position
c. Compliance with the requirement that given under the topic 11-3 provides

the inspection program be conducted or adequate protection for roof integrity.
*

overseen by qualified engineering
personnel. & 4) a. Engineering drawings pertaining to the 4) a. N/Aj

b. N/Awater-control structures are already
c. N/A

~

.

'

/
;;
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III Inser$ ice Inspection of d. Perform special inspection after extreme
3C Water-Cont rol St ructures events, (e.g. surges, hurricanes, or filed in the site document cont rol 4)

earthquakes). center. d. Prior to the start-up

(c ont ' d) of Cycle 10
S) The licensee should establish a program for b. CPU will develop a file of inspection

technical review and evaluation of in- reports of water control structures.
spection reports, loading to remedial
actions if significant changes are detected. c. This issue has already been addressed in

the response to the item 1) above,

d. GPU will establish a documented program
to inspect water control structures*

after extreme events.i

i
' 5) Establishment of a documented inspection S) N/A
,

program after extreme events and filing
{

the inspection report by a " qualified"
engineering personnel will lead to remedial

;
actions, through the existing job order
program if significant changes are detected.

i

i

i
i

.

.

i

I
i

/
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1 C TITLE NRC ASSESSMENT

NO.

III 4A' Tornado Missiles 1) The licensee stated that the walls and roof 1) i) Recent analyses (by Burns & Roe) indicate 1) N/A
stmeture of the diesel generator housing that Diesel Generator Ridg. wall can sus-

are not designed to withstand either the tain missile impact load at 300 mph and 2
tornado wind load or the tornado missiles. psi depressurization (except for the

baffle walls which will be perforated by

2) The south wall of the control room is utility poles or steel rods. Conse-
masonry block, but is enclosed by other quences of baffle wall failure will be
masonry block walls such that multiple evaluated.)
walls will provide adequate protection. 11) Roof slab was analyzed for 300 mph with

200 psi depressurization tornado missile

{
3) It is possible for the one inch steel rod to load. The results indicate the roof slab

penetrate the spent fuel pool areaa through cannot withstand the missile impact.
the metal-sided roof or walls above the Separate analyses done by GPU engineers,

119 foot elevation. However, the effects also indicates that the roof cannot,

| of the one inch steel rod have been withstand the missile impact with much
'

d i evaluated in previous analyses for North lower wind velocity. The assumptions
Anna and Palisades indicates that the required by Reg. Guide and Standard
potential off-site radiological con- Review Plan for the missile analysis

sequences are well within 10CFR100 which GPU utilited appears to be overly

j guidelines.
conservative. However, the normally
closed isolation valve for each emergency

f
4) The NRC concluded that Oyster Creek does not condenser is powered by the independent

meet the current criteria for tornado D.C. power supply and it does not require '

missile protection in the following areas: diesel generators. In addition.
independent D.C. power is supplied to

1) Condensate Storage Tank control the main steam relief valves.
2) Torus Water Storage Tank Therefore, the diesel generator is not
3) Serv!ce Water and Emergency Service needed for safe shutdown of the reactor.

Water Pumps
4) Emergency Diesel Generators and Fuel 011 2) Contrary to the statement made in the SER, 2) N/A

Day Tank the external south wall of the control
5) Control Room, Reactor Bldg. and Turbine room is a solid concrete wall. (B&R

*

Bldg. IIVAC System Drawing No. 4511 Rev. 7 Work Order 82299). f
i

6) Radwaster Treatment Bldg.
43) N/A

1

. .

.

/
.
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111 Tornado Missiles 4) 1) Condensate Storage Tank is not needed 4) 1) N/A
4A to accomplish safe shutdown of the

Oyster Creek plant during the postulated
tornado missile incident.

2) Same as above. 2I N/A

3) Due to the physical separation of the re- 3} N/A
dundant pumps, the plant shutdown cap-
ability will not be impaired. This was
verified by the NRC Integrated Assessment

' team in the meeting.
|

| 4) Diesel Generator Bldg. was already dis- 4) N/A
i cussed in item 1) above. Fuel oil Day
1 Tank is housed in the Diesel Generator
I Bldg.

5) GPU has committed to install a Remote 5) In accordance with the
Shutdown Capability as part of the requirements of 10CFR50.48
Appendix R requirement. Even if un-
likely event of loss of the ifVAC system
in the Reactor Bldg., Turbine Bldg.
or Control Room, the plant can be safely
shutdown.

6) Failure of the Radwaste Treatment Bldg. 6) N/A
IIVAC has already been addressed in our
FDSAR.

G

.

8

4 .
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VI -4 Containment Isolation
-

System Deviates from explicit requirements of CDC 55 These valves wi!! be lochel. The schedule will be provided
and 56 from the standpoint of valve type. by November 1,1982 based on
Administrative control acceptable resolution prioritization of the modificatloc
for following: required.

V-1-127
V-1-115
V-1-Il4
V-1-126
V-14-26
V-14-21

'V-14-22' ,

j V-14-28
I V-14-39

i '
i V-17-21

! V-17-65
V-17-76
V-17-51
V-17-66
V-17-68
V-17-83
V-16-4

j V-16-65
I V-20-42

V-6-394
V-38-7
V-38-8
V-38 ..,

V-38-19
V-15-32
V-21-66
V-20-44
V-1-136
V-1-137

IV-14-75 .

lV-14-78.

V-17-52
L

1

I
f, .

t
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IX-5 Ventilation Systems 1) Operator action is required to restore 1) GPUN will verify if present loss of offsite 1) By October, 1982
normal reactor building, turbine building power procedures addresses restart of vent-
and office building. Licensee should llation systems and ensures diesel generator-
evaluate sequencing of these by the operator are not overloaded.
to proclude adverse interaction with
essential systems. 2) The wro- g SBGTS flow rate was used. The flo1. 2) N/A -

rate is 2600 SCFM not 1200 used by the NRC.

2) Loss of normal Rx building ventilation may
result in spread of radioactivity within the 3) Verify validity of fDSAR Amend. 42. 3) By December, 1982

building, due to low flow rates of SBGTS.
4) GPU will correct the deficiency so that a 4) By December 31, 1983

3) The core spray system and containment spray single control relay failure will not preven

.
system corner room ventilation may be in- both fans from starting.

! adequate for post accident condition.
.

4) Battery "B" and MG set rooms; and switch-I

| gear 460 V vent, systems are not single
j failure proof.

k

.

i

/
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] C TITLE NRC ASSESSMENT GPU POSITIOJ SCHEDULE

NO.

XV-! Increase in Feedwater NRC evaluated the licensee's treatment of a Reanalysis of this event using the ODYN code By December, 1982

Flow feedwater controller failure to maximum demand, will be submitted before the next refueling

The licensee did not analyze this event for outage presently scheduled to commence in
initial conditions leading to a conservative January, 1983.
prediction of the consequences of the event.
However, on the basis of an analysis of this Surveillance of the turbine by-pass system The surveillance procedure will

(testing and verification of proper operation be provided by September, 1982event for Nine Nile Point 1, the staff conclude u

that a reanalysis of the event would probably of the by-pass and control sy , tem) is already
not result in a change in the operating conducted during the startup of the reactor
minimum critical power ratio, In addition, operation and the valve position is checked
it is noted that a reanalysis of this event every 4 hours during the normal operation of
using the ODYN code, in conformance with the plant. The surveillance procedure will
the criteria of SRP Section 15.1.2, will be forwarded to the NRC.
be submitted for the next reload at Oyster

| Creek in the second quarter of 1982.
,

In the new reload submittals, the staff will
.

! require surveillances of the turbine bypass
system. Since the bypass system is assumed
to operate in the analysis of this event,
liriitations to either reactor power or
minimum critical ratio would be required

f'in the Technical Specifications to cover the
case where the bypass system is found in-
operable.

.

.

.

.
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XV- Radiological 1) The staff performed an independent assess- 1) CPU will perform an analysis to establish 1) By February, 1933
13 Consequences of Main ment of the radiological consequences reactor coolant Jose equisalent 1-131

Steam Line Break following a postulated main steam line activity limits (uci/ga) for the desired
failure outside containment. Using the reactor coolant dhmineralizer cleanup rate
plant's current equilibrium iodine which will limit the EAB thyroid dose to
technical specification value of 8 uci/ gram 30 rem in the event of an accident.
of gross iodine, the calculated consequences .

would significantly exceed a small fraction
of the 19CFR Part 100 guidelines. Based
on the actual iodine concentration ob-

served during the plant's operating period,
.

we conclude that the 8 uci/ gram vdlue would
be unduly conservative and that actual plant

i behavior is more accurately reflected by
the Standard Technical Specifications for
BWR plants. Therefore, the Standard

| Technical Specifications for reactor water
|

fission product concentrations should be
incorporated into the plant's technical ;
specifications thereby ensuring that the '

consequences of a main steam line failure
are within the guideline of 10CFR100.

$

.
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XV-16 Radiological Csnsequences 1) Calculated thyriod doe due to a small line* 1) GPU will perform an analysis to establish 1) By February,1983
of Small Line Breaks break (one-inch instrument line, upstream reactor coolant dose equivalent I-131
Carrying Primary Coolant of the outboard isolation valve) carrying activity limits (uci/gs) for the desired
Outside Containment primary coolant outside containment at reactor coolant demineralizer cleanup rate

Oyster Creek is found to be 12000 rems, a which will limit the EAB thyroid dose to
value that is 400 times d e guideline value 30 rem in the event of an accident.
given in SRP. Due to the very high dose,
the staff has evaluated other cases which
assumes the inclusion of a 1/4-inch flow
restricting orifice in the inst rument line
inside containment, in conjunction with
adopting the BWR STS D.E.1-131 primary
coolant activity limit of 0.2 uci/ gram
(equilibrium) and 4 uci/ gram (spike). These
measures would limit the radiological

i consequences of this accident to levels
|

which meet the acceptance criteria of SRP
|

15.62. Consequently, the staff has re-
commended that the following alternatives'

be considered to restrict the EAB and LPZ !
.

jdoses for the failure of small line accideni s
|

.

|1) GPU perform an analysis to establish '

| the maximum core leakage rate for dose
I equivalent I-131 that would lead to

an EAB thyroid dose of 30 rem. Then,
based on this core leakage rate,
establish a reactor coolant dose equiva- ,

lent I-131 activity limits (uCi/gm)
for the desired reactor coolant
demineralizer cleanup rate. Control ,

would then be placed on dose equivalent
I-131 core leakage rate as indicated
by reactur coolant activity sampling

*
and cleanup rate.

.

,

t
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XV-16 Radiological Consequences 2) CPU adopt the CE standard technical
of small Line Breaks specifications for iodine monitoring
Carrying Primary Coolant and control and install flow restricting

Outside Containment orifices inside the drywell in each of
the instrument lines carrying reactor
coolant to limit the coolant discharges

(cont'd) to levels that will riot cause EAB doses
*

in excess of 30 rem.

3) Any other procedures or modifications
that will appropriately limit line
break doses to less than 30 red at the
EAB.

i

i;

t 1

'
1

i 1,

i |
'

! .

.

* There are 59 small diameteMnstrument lines
at Oyster Creek which extend from the reacto:-
vessel through the primary containment

'

to instruments and gages in the reactor
building. Because of a lack of in oard
isolation valvest the discharge f the
break would continue until the reactor
vessel is depressurized and action can beg

t
taken to plug the leak.
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XV-19 IDCA. Radiological Calculated doses due to LOCA indicates that the See Attachment See Attachment
0 30 day LPZ thyroid dose guideline is exceeded
by approximately 20% (357 Rem)

(Major contributor is a MSIV leakage -334 Rem)

Guideline - 10CFR100
whole body dose 25 Rem ,

thyroid dose 300 Rem

Whole 'ody dose due to LPCA is well withinb-

(1.4 Rem) the guideline.
,

.
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